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Abstract

Space-charge dominated beams can induce chaotic behavior on particle trajectories leading to halo formation on the beam spot. This causes particle losses along the beam transportation that must be minimized. The fractional losses must be kept below $10^{-7}$/m. This is a very low threshold to check with standard multiparticle codes. To study this kind of problems a new particle simulation approach will be proposed in this paper in analogy with the single particle to core interaction model which is the most used calculation technique applied in these kind of phenomena. In particular, a damping effect in the amplitude oscillations of the beam envelope, for high intensity beam mismatched with a FODO cell, will be shown and discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

In these last years, growing interest has been addressed, from the international scientific community, on the possible applications of high intensity ion beams. Among them, just as examples, we can mention the energy amplifier proposed by C. Rubbia [1] and the transmutations of radioactive waste [2]. However high intensity beam transport poses problems those need to be faced and solved. In particular, a halo formation has been observed around high intensity beams, during the transport, that leads to particle losses. For high current and energy beams the lost particles produce radio activation in the structures and the related radiation can damage the accelerator components. Furthermore the radioactivation makes the accelerator maintenance very difficult and expensive. Because of these problems, it becomes very important to study halo formation mechanism in the beam. Multiparticle codes could be very helpful to this aim but it is very difficult to study this kind of phenomena by using the standard multiparticle codes because the lost particle fraction, along the transport, must be kept below $10^{-7}$/m [3]. This means that the code should use a number of particles of the order of $10^{6}$, in the simulations, to appreciate this kind of lost fractions. This number is very high and very powerful calculators are needed to handle them. In fact, in these kinds of simulations, the space charge force effect, because of the high intensity beam used, becomes a very important issue.

A new calculation technique, called Particle Core Model (PCM) [4], has been introduced to study the halo formation without using of very powerful computers. The PCM solves the beam envelope (or rms) equation for a continuous beam that is used as a model for the core of the beam. The core can be mismatched so that its radius, taken at the exit of the transport period cell, will oscillate. The halo particles are represented by test particles, which oscillate through the core, influenced by linear external focusing field and the non-linear space charge fields of the core. The model allows one to study the dynamics of the test particles. Although the PCM calculations allow studying the halo formation, this is done by assuming some approximations and then their influence on the PCM results should be checked.

For that reason, a comparison test between the PCM results and the simulations of the multiparticle code PARMT, modified to allow a more direct comparison with the results of PCM calculations, has been carried out in ref. [5].

In that reference, a continuous beam has been transported through hundreds of FODO periodic cells. The comparison of the simulation results obtained either with the multiparticle code and PCM leaded to the following conclusions. PCM calculations seem unsuitable to study test particles taken near the beam core region in the case of high beam current. The discrepancies found between the multiparticle code and PCM results were mainly due to the following reason.

In PARMT simulations, the breathing mode oscillations, due to the mismatch of the input beam with the periodic cells, damp very quickly when the space charge is strong. In PCM calculations, a constant amplitude oscillation of the beam envelope is, instead, considered.

In this paper, an attempt to better understand the mechanism causing the fast damping of the beam breathing mode oscillations observed in ref. [5] will be done. Moreover, further simulations on the chaotic behavior originating, in some cases, in the test particle trajectories will be also shortly shown and discussed.

2 SIMULATIONS

The multiparticle code PARMT is a Monte Carlo program that can transport an ion beam through a system of optic elements by using the matrix method [6]. Being simulated a very high number of particles, PARMT uses a
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\[ \omega_p = \left( K \beta^2 c^2 / 2 \pi^2 \right)^{1/2} \]

where \( K = \frac{q I}{2 \pi e_0 \gamma^4 \beta^2 mc^2} \)

and \( r \) is the beam radius. In the case simulated, in fig.1 \( \omega_p \) is about 51 MHz. In these conditions Landau damping can occur. In fact, there is a harmonic excitation given by the breathing mode oscillation of the beam envelope and a large set of oscillators, the beam particles oscillating with a large betatron frequency spectrum. From that figure, it can be noticed that the coherent oscillation energy is transferred to the incoherent oscillations of the beam particles. During the damping of the breathing oscillation there is a slight increase of the total emittance variation. At the end, we can say that the energy involved in this process is dissipated from a coherent motion to the very large number of degrees of freedom of the system. When this damping process is finished, the beam reaches the matched size and no further increase of emittance is observed.

In fig.2 are shown simulation results with an increased space charge tune depression, \( \sigma / \sigma_0 = 0.29 \). In this case it can be noticed that only some part of the beam particles is involved in the Landau damping process. In fact, now the plasma frequency is about 56 MHz and the lowest betatron frequency is about 16 MHz. For this reason the part of the beam particles that have betatron frequencies too far from the plasma frequency interact very weakly with the coherent oscillation and then the breathing mode oscillation is only partly damped. In fig.3 is shown the case of emittance dominated beam \( (K \tau^2 / 4 \epsilon << 1) \) where no energy exchange occurs between the breathing mode and the betatron oscillations and emittance remain constant.

The test particle trajectories considered in ref.[5] to detect the chaotic motion which is responsible of beam halo generation, showed only coupling between the transverse planes but remained confined inside their original positions. Those test particles started from near the beam core, where rms oscillations, due to mismatching, occur but through the damping the beam readjusted itself at matching conditions very soon. Maybe, considering, in those simulations, a larger number of test particles some chaotic trajectories had could be found.

Chaotic motions have been found in the test particle trajectories considered for the case of a space charge dominated beam with \( \sigma > 90^\circ \) where envelope instabilities occur [11]. In fig.4 are shown trajectory results for those test particles starting from near the beam core at a position around \( x = 0.2 \text{cm} \) (the same of ref.[5]). It can be noticed that, although the shown test particles initial conditions differ only of few microns they have completely different phase trajectories (chaotic behavior). Furthermore the chaotic test particles oscillate between 0.2 - 0.5 cm originating a beam halo size greater than 0.5 cm.

**3 CONCLUSIONS**

The fast damping of the breathing mode oscillation occurring in mismatched beam space charge dominated can be ascribed to a Landau damping mechanism of stabilization. No test particle with chaotic motion has been found when fast damping of mismatched oscillation occurred.
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